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-ABSTRACT
DesPite.the avowed intentions f teachers who become

administrators, educational planning processes frequently fail to
Produce adevate responses to educational nee s. .The fault for this
failure,can be ascribed in part to a lack of nderstanding of the
planning process, particularly of the need to assess problems before
Proposing solutions. Even more critical, how ver, is the need to:
recosnize.that the:bureaucratic structure of educational
administration, while - apparently efficient s also often
dysfunctional. Deriving from the monarchic fora of government, the
hierarchical structure of educational admin stration passes.power
frbs top to bottom. Those in the hierarchy re alltays more responsive
to the desires of their superiors than to he actual needs of those
below them. Until decision - making. power is redistributedr
administrators and teachers are-alyays go 'g to be at odds and
educational change is going to be a slow nd painful process.
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Educational administration, when it realized viability

in the fOrties and fifties, became the primary avenue for

promotion and more money for the school teacher. Some -few

teachers, experiencing a general dissatisfaction with their

classroom responsibilities, looked to administration as the

means to gain increased status and prestige within the

community as well as within the school system. Some of these

teachers viewed administration as a-challenge, an opportunity

to influence the total system by applying their personal and

professional values 'in such a way as to positively affect the

system. As teachers, either they perceived shortcomings

within the system and saw involvement in administration as

a means -Co personally resolve some of them, or they desired

a stronger voice in the operation of school'affaiis.-

What factors, then, operating within the school system

account forthe inability of administrators to effect positively

the re-design of the system and its several opera tions?

If most administrators are fundamentally competent people

OD and if they enter theprofession with a real interest in working

OD with eople, students in particular, why ao many school

systems, maybe most, find it so diffidult to maintain really

quality programs or to.effect needed change? If we can accept
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the initial premise that most administrators ara competent

as well as concerned, then something within .the synamics

\

of the organization must be compromising_its=atempts to.

change-ar-tv-imr*Ntin-e-SsemAlaI-eorosenents within the
0'

program. Many teachers decry the fact that "teachers

turned adpinistrator" appear to alter their philosophies

and see no lonier willing or able to identify 'th the

cori:tin ing problems ofthe classroom teacher. S oh-

adii istrators _often are accused of playing "the yganizational

game" and of disregarding or subverting needed im

the school's educational program. They are br

"adminlstratively expedient."

The growing weight of clearly articulated, aibiet

rovement of

undocumented, opinion substantiates th4.existenoi".4f a real

problem in education,.naMely the inability of school systems

to effect well- planned change. Several years ago, Max

Abbott identified bureaucracy as the'culprit. He indicated-

that the five most significant characteristics of bureaucracy

persistently have interferred with the attempts of persons-,

within many school systems to seek improvements within the

' program. Following is a brief desdription of those five

charactiristics:

1. al personnel are assigned fixed responsibilities
which are identified as official duties.

2. All personnel are arranged in levels of graded

authority.

3. All activities within the organization are controlled

;.
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by general rules of policies.

A. The organization is most efficient when emotional 4

elements are eliminated from interpersonal
relationships.

5. Employment within the system is based on technical
compel. and a areer for the employde.

Most proponents of bureaucracy avow these characteristics

/because they faciltate coordination, emphasize rationality,

underscore the need for technical competence, and increase

the predictability of employee behavior within the system.

Abbott himself acknowledges the organizational advantages

of bureaucracy and the coordination if provides for

individuals. and groups of individuals with diverse interests

and responsibilities He goes on, however, to posit

several dysfunctional consequences of bureaucracy and of

the hierarchical organizatign. that accompanies it. Primary

"among his negative conseiuences .the inability of potential,'

changes. to "work their wirthrough" varying levels of

-hierarchical authority. /A "no" at any level of the hierarchy

blocks the change'and relafiirms the status quo of the organi

zation. Abbott'd obser4ations, therefore, 'identify

hierarchical organization as a major interference to

educational redesign.

But interferences other than those identified by Abbott.

should be discussed. One such interfererice involves the

:'kinds of planning activities in which' most schools engage.

EVin a cursory investigation of planning processes in most
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.schoOl Systems reveals a disturbing inability of educators

7
to maintain Activities which lead to purpoieful change

within the institution:.706nsider the vat-Irrty-o

ephemeral programs which have found theii way into schools
.e

but have done little to affeCt positively the learning

. experiences of students. Variable modular scheduling,

student unassigned time, continuaus-prOgress curricula,

team teaching, and open classroows are only Ea few of the

programs which have found enthusiastic but brief acceptance

in many ,schools across the country. Initially, identified

by many school authorities as new and exciting Ways to

revitalize the school program, such concepts tell into

disfavor when students, parents, teachers, and administratOrs

realized that they, did not seem to be working.' As is

sometimes the case, people discovered that realization

fell far short of expectation: What many of them failed

to realize was that such programa constituted solutioni0o

poorly defined. roblems.

Because most of education's recent innovations have

.realized variable success in some School systems, their

efficacy in the right situation hardly can be questioned.

The planning activities of educators, however, their good

intentions and concern notwithstanding, frequently result

in the implementation of prepackaged solutions without the

preliminary dimensionalization of a problem. The right
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Aolution, therefore, is often appli d to ,the wrong problem.

Its failure thus assured, the solo ion /program is'censured

an s rapped, anUthe scE651-15 eff-then-investigates-other)

solutions or, more, often, seeks a return to "the way things

were," thereby obscuring the inadequacy of the school's

planning,processep but securing the sanction of previmply

established practice. , I .

That administrators involved in such school programs

seem to be playing the "organizational game" is no surprise..

Without at least a basic understanding of efficient planning

processes, school administrators fail to identify and resolve

the real needs' of the organization. In addition, they

maintain homeostasis within the system by concentrating,.,

their decisions on ma/ntenance considerations such as staff

recruitment, staff deployment, registration procedures,

student attendance And discipline, and the like. ,Oertainly,

such considerations are fundamental within the organisation

and deserve the ongoing attention of the school's adniinIstra-

tion. They remain, however, only, a part of the planhing and

decisional p-deesses within the school.

Occasionally, maintenance considerations in some schools

become theionlypfocus of planning and decisional activity.

In such instances, systematic evaluation of the total school .

program Suffers; and the administrative staff, with,or

without student and faculty input, makes most of the terminal
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decisions regarding the management of the system. Such a

process not only disregards the more,global needs of the

systeinTi-talso- identifiesthe chief administrator as a

functionary and obscures his or her role as a leader

within the scho 1. -TiewdervnIvTtftenTbemblwugtorull

of hierarchical position, and the administrator finds

himself or herself further ?Ad.further.removed from, the

people and the real "actioe'of the system. Such an
op.veas

administrator much like the divine right monarch, who

maintained ascendancy more through hierarchical position

than through personal influence on the systemt,s success.

Interestingly, the current structure of educational

administration,Comes as close to the divine right monarchy

as anything in contemporary society,andi as,such.c.has

served to interfere with needed change in schools.

Educational administration, like the divine right monarchy,

involves a flow of power from the top...to the bottom, i.e.

from the superinlvident/principal to the students/faculty.

Democratic processes,,in pure concept, involve an opposite

flow of power, from the bottom to the top. The similarities

do not end. there.

Simply defined, the divine right concept holds the ruler,_,.

responsible only to God or to some ultimate authority; not

to his subjects. Superintendents, by. way of comparison,

7



are held responsible only to the board of education.

Principal are responsible only to the superintendent. And

so it goes. Although superintendents and principals may

organize 1tudent and faculty advisory groups which may

assist with the development or the evaluation of district/

chool policy, ultimate decisiorts made by the administration

may at times more nearly reflect the expectations of the board

of 'education than the assessed needs of the system.

Interestingly, bureaucracy and the hierarohical

arrangement it introduced to education are a direct result

of the absolute monarchy. "Indeed, modern government owes

one of its most distinguishing features, bureaucracy,

primarily to these absolute monarchs."2 The predominant

form of government from the sixteenth to the end of the

eighteenth centuries, the absolute monarchy not only induc0

principals of bureaucracy but at times exploited them as

strangleholdson other agencies of the government. Examples

of such exploitation are Prussia and Austria after the

Napoleonic Wars when bureaucracy prevailed, the emporer

being the only means of coordination among the various

departments of government. Although both countries maintained

a legislature and a judiciary (two elements, incidentlY:

which were to reduce the concentration of power ih the

monarchy), each was subject to the censure of the monarch

8
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and was dependent upon him for the ultimate approval of all

government decisions.

Again, parallels exist in educational administration.
O

Stperintendents and principals in many school districts

maintain grievance committees and advisory committees on

policy and salary considerations. In addition; many have

developed due process procedures and principles of

participative management. Although partially induced by

judicial decree, such processes normally have reflected the

genuine concern of administrators.- Because superintendents

and principals, however, are responsible primarily to the

board of education, they retain terminal decisionmaking

authority. Like the divine right monarch, they coordinate.

decisional activities within the system but either make

or approve all decisions of any consequence. Considering

the fact that most boards of education hold superintendents

exclusively accountable for what happens in the system,
a

that administrators,retain terminal decisionmaking

authoritba is not surprising.. Nor is it surprising that

education as a system is so averse to change. Decisional

authorities in t e hands of only one or two people inhibits

the diversity re ired thithin a system to engender and to
4

vitalize new 'ideas.

History reveals that movements toward legislative,
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hence representational influence on decisionmaking will

be ineffective without concomitant constitutional limitations

on executive /monarchical authority. Again, Prussia and

Austtb, after the napoleonic Wars are primary examples.

So is American education. Deeisionalautbor444esareso

, fiimly rooted in the positions of superintendent and

.principal that significant change within, most school

.systems-results only secondarily from internal planning

processes and primarily from replacing the superintendent

or Ane principal. And constitutionallimitations on that
0

authority do not seem ,to be forthcoming. But it is

nonetheless interesting to observe that a country which

has maintained a constitutional balance of power within

its political institutions also has perpetuated the divine

right principle within its educational insitutions.

Combined with the dysfunctional consequences of

hierarchical organization and the limitations, of inadequate

planning processes, "divine right administration" continues

to-inhibit needed change in most school systems. Clearly,

changei in the educational programs' or the administrative'

organization of school systems will not materialize over
,

, night. The challenges confrOnting education Within most

of the literature or from community or government authorities

have not portended consequences grave enough to provoke the

10
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soul-searching required to effect change. Years of

tradition are self-sustain-111g; routines have become itual0;.

and the tenuous relationship between teacher and admin qt7tor

_seems indissolubly a part of the changelers face of education.

:PositiAtechange will occur in education only after

problems have been clearly defined. Administrative re-design

and efficient planning processes will emerge only after

educators recognize and accept theA:eality of a problem.

This paper has represented an attempt to give added scope

to that problem.
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